
H2H3 RUN #440– Saturday 29th August 2020 

 

Location:  West of Wat Huay Mongkol 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.564841, E 99.797769 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/JrYKyoU7iQRhtxfG7 

 

Hares:  Head Ballcock and Cock in a Frock 

Biermeister Team:  Jock Twat & Legs Wide Open 

Ice Man:  Tinks 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Scribe:  Tinks 

 

Number of Hashers:  26 

 

Pre-Run Briefing  

With the weather being very similar to the previous run on 15 August, overcast skies and some 

heavy rain earlier in the day again the hounds that showed were the more hardy hashers to give 

credit to the Hares hard work in setting trail during the past week under blue skies and high 

temperatures.  With the weather improving the Hare s Head Ballcock and Cock in a Frock were 

called in to the give the pre-run briefing.  Two trails this week but both completely separated 

from each other.  The walkers around 4.6 km and the Rambo’s around 6 km.  Paper on the right but 

may have been flattened into the ground because of the earlier rains. 

 

The Trail (Rambo)With pack split into Rambo’s and Walkers we set off on our respective trails.  

Walkers to the left and Rambo’s to the right.  The trail started out on a gravel road and then 

broke right to and skirted the lake below the road.  This was no easy going as a result if the rain 

making the right slopping clay track slippery and sticky.  We eventually came out on the road with 

Hare CiaF waving at us from the other side in bushland to guide us onto the trail.  Not sure why 

he opted to do this.  The trail led through bushland and long grass only to come out on the road 

again.  The trail then went down towards the water before coming back up onto the road a few 



hundred metres further on.  On we went circumnavigating pineapple 

fields and back to the road.  The trail now went left and headed 

towards the hills and to me what was an obvious trail to the left.  But 

the FRB’s all went right to follow what turned out to be an 

exceptionally long false trail.  Having now caught up with the pack we 

reached the section of ankle twisting rocky ground circumnavigating 

pineapple fields and hugging close to the hill side.  This went on for 

some time and as a result various hounds (or should I say Ibex) opted 

to take less ankle twisting routes.  We eventually came out onto the 

Pala-U Road and then continued over and down to and past a banana 

plantation.  The trail went right across a small stream.  At this point 

Dimwit had missed the paper and ended up trying to catch up with the 

other FRB’s.  Some more ankle twisting pineapple field circumnavigation which I opted to bypass 

and thereby ended up leading the pack.  But this turned out to be to detriment as I ended up on a 

false trail resulting in now being tail end Charlie.  Th trail was now flatter and more easily trackable 

except for Hare CiaF deliberately letting the pack go off trail for some time   This resulted in me 
now being in the middle and heading in the right direction.  The trail lead across open fields and 

skirted a rubber plantation and on towards home.  The area became familiar to me from previous 

runs and eventually we followed a blue pipe back to the main road and on back to the cars. 

 

Pre-Circle 

By the time the Rambo’s had returned the several of the walkers had already departed and 

therefore the circle crowd was depleted to less than 20.  However, the weather had brightened 

up and so the drinking of cold beverage and crunching of crisps continued interspersed with the 



usual comments about the trails and in particular the challenges with the Rambo trail terrain and 

multiple short cutting.  As the evening closed in the post run circle was called and down downs 

awarded. 

Circle Down-Downs: 

Hares:  Head Ballcock and Cock in a Frock.  Walkers enjoyed other than Butt Out who ended up 

in a head high trench and blamed it on the paper.  The Rambo’s gave a thumbs up although 

confessed to taking several short cuts over the ankle twisting terrain.  

Incorrect use of names in the Circle:  Tinks 

Short Cutters:  all the Rambo’s Tinks, HTT African Queen, Scrubbers Bugger, Brambles, Ding-

a-Ling, Dimwit and No Names John, Zen and Dimitri. 

The Young Potential Rambo:  I’m not young Aey taking the Rambo trail in error at the start 

Hash Fink:  Jock Twat for the Dimwit Ding-a-Ling story 

Long Route to Restaurant:  Dimwit and Ding-a-Ling together with Brambles who they blame for 

turning right rather than left and ending up in Pranbury 

Biermeister Team:  Jock Twat & Legs Wide Open 

Incorrect use of names in the Circle again:  Tinks 

Pocket Billards:  Head Ballcock 

Next week’s hash:  No details available for Cha-am Hash. 

 

On After 

About 14 hashers went to the On After at Bann Suan on the Pala-U Road. 

 

ON ON 

Tinks 

 

 


